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Seventeen storytellers take readers on a dark tour of the arty New Mexican city in this collection
of crime tales.Akashic Books continues its award-winning series of original noir anthologies,
launched in 2004 with Brooklyn Noir. Each book comprises all-new stories, each one set in a
distinct neighborhood or location within the respective city.With stories by: Ana Castillo, Jimmy
Santiago Baca, Byron F. Aspaas, Barbara Robidoux, Elizabeth Lee, Ana June, Israel Francisco
Haros Lopez, Ariel Gore, Darryl Lorenzo Wellington, Candace Walsh, Hida Viloria, Cornelia
Read, Miriam Sagan, James Reich, Kevin Atkinson, Katie Johnson, and Tomas Moniz.Praise for
Santa Fe Noir“If you picture Santa Fe, New Mexico, only as a sunny, vibrant, colorful Southwest
arts mecca, this anthology will shred that image with feral claws.” —Roundup Magazine“A
veritable road map of the city and surrounding area. It stretches from El Dorado to the
Southside, Casa Solana and Cerrillos Road to the Santa Fe National Forest. The protagonists of
the stories are psychotherapists, vagrants, teenagers, and gig workers. They drink and smoke.
They drop acid and have sex. And more than a few are guilty of murder (or at least of justifiable
homicide).” —Pasatiempo“The book’s diverse group of writers will provide readers with
unexpected perspectives on this centuries-old city and its people.” —Publishers
Weekly“Readers will never look at hand-thrown pottery, heirloom tomatoes, or spectacular
sunsets the same way again.” —Kirkus Reviews



It would be fine to see you in Santa Fe & if you possibly change your mind, address is: Hotel La
Fonda, Santa Fe, New Mex. for the next two weeks at least. I keep thinking about that idea we
had for a couple of murders.—Patricia Highsmith, Strangers on a TrainTable of
Contents___________________IntroductionPART I: A LAND OF ENTRAPMENTThe Sandbox
StoryCandace WalshEldoradoAll EyesKatie JohnsonAspen VistaThe Cask of Los
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by Johnny TempleAlso in Akashic Noir SeriesAkashic Noir Series Awards & RecognitionAbout
Akashic BooksCopyrights & CreditsINTRODUCTIONSub RosaOne way of looking at the plot of
the typical film noir is to see it as a struggle between different voices for control over the telling of
the story.—Christin Gledhill, Women in Film NoirIn 1993, a Santa Fe man named Bill Faurot
started to transplant a rosebush that was dying. All the other rosebushes in his backyard
seemed to thrive.He sunk his shovel deeper and struck what he thought was a rock, but dug up
a human skull.Local lore says he figured the thing was too ancient to have kin. After all, finding
bodies isn’t uncommon here. New Mexico is the only state in the union that actually requires we
bury our dead the proverbial six feet under, but there’s a risk any time we take shovel to ground:
the other bodies could be anywhere.We might discover someone else’s dead when we’re trying
to bury our own.One block of homes near Fort Marcy Park was built right over a nineteenth-
century Spanish-Indian community graveyard. Archeologists say an unknown number of bodies
are still piled, one on top of the next, under those homes.Faurot set the skull he’d found on a
shelf as a bookend.* * *In 2009, my mother came to Santa Fe to die.I followed her out of my own
sense of love and duty.I’d spent time in this mountain town before—when the sunsets painted
the Sangre de Cristo Range bloodred, I felt that magical Land of Enchantment vibe the tourism
board slogan promised.But as soon as I parked my trailer here for real, my neighbors warned
me: Land of Entrapment, more like it. You’ll never escape.This caution intrigued me.Maybe it
should have terrified me.* * *A city older than the United States, founded long before any
pilgrims ever washed up at Plymouth Rock, Santa Fe has its secrets—its revolts and its
hangings, its witch trials and its hauntings, its Indian school of forced assimilation and its
Japanese internment camp.The stories in this collection reflect a fundamental truth about this
city: history depends on who’s telling it. Too often the story of Santa Fe has been told only by the



conquerors and the tourism PR firms. In Santa Fe Noir, you will hear the voices of the others:
locals and Native people, unemployed veterans and queer transplants, the homeless and the
paroled-to-here. When I asked the contributors you’ll read in these pages if they had a Santa Fe
story to tell, they invariably shrugged and said something to the effect of, “Oh, I’ve got a story all
right. But it might not fit the image of Santa Fe you’re looking for.”I said, “Try me.”They came back
with the stories that never make the glossy tour brochures: the working class and the
underground, the decolonized and the ever-haunted; the Santa Fe only we know. Like crows, the
stories in this volume begin by circling the city—Eldorado, Aspen Vista, Los Alamos. And then
we come in for the kill.Conquered and reconquered, colonized and commodified, Santa Fe
understands—from historical genocide to the murders of family members—the intimacy of
violence.Even the city’s breathtaking beauty is a femme fatale: droughts come like stalkers. At
night, temperatures can drop fast and deadly.For some, it’s a transient place: Your peyote trip
ends here, or your last espionage assignment. You were an anchor baby born in a sanctuary city,
or your car broke down near the Saint Francis exit. Your ancestral land was sold out from under
you, or you followed your dying mother.You’re broke now.You just hope your bad luck has saved
you from worse.You’re a noir story embodied.* * *My own first touchstones for noir were film and
life—not literature.Christmases when I was a kid, we went to see Sunset Boulevard or What Ever
Happened to Baby Jane? in some beatnik theater.My mother used to wake me in the middle of
the night to reenact the wire-hanger scene from Mommy Dearest—just for laughs.She taught art
on death row at San Quentin and was, for a half dozen years when I was a teenager and young
adult, engaged to marry a man incarcerated there.I spent many adolescent days in the death
row visiting room. It was the first time in my previously hippie upbringing that my mother herself
allowed me to eat candy bars from vending machines.While she and her boyfriend whispered to
each other and giggled, a Snickers bar on the table between them, I smoked cigarettes in the
corner with various serial killers. Men convicted of rape and mutilation joked about the food in
the cafeteria. I laughed. But I couldn’t square anything in my mind.I still sometimes think about
the way the Night Stalker’s hand grazed mine as he took a nonfilter from my pack. The way he
stared at my chest, scrutinized my neck, and then, as if only as an afterthought, locked eyes with
me. After I read about the children and women he’d killed, I couldn’t help but imagine what it
would feel like to die, his gaze the last one you’d ever see.I blew smoke rings to distract myself
from that gaze.I applied lipstick, and looked away.But when the Night Stalker tapped me on the
shoulder and asked me for another cigarette, I demurred.I couldn’t afford therapy, so I turned to
noir.Because all violence—from child abuse to genocide—is confounding without the context of
a noir philosophy.* * *The genre comes to us from the WWII-era realization that people are not,
in fact, basically good, but rather easily overcome by their base impulses—or they want to be
good, but they’re swamped by outside forces. They’re drawn into bad things, and they can’t
figure a way out. People betrayed their own neighbors and lovers to the Nazis, after all—that’s
the dystopian reality that gave rise to noir.Not that the Nazis were the first.People immigrated to
lands they had no claim to, demonized those who already lived here, drew borders to suit their



own business deals, and amassed armies of mothers’ sons to stop uprisings and coming
caravans—that’s the dystopian reality that gave rise to contemporary Santa Fe.* * *Bill Faurot
kept digging under that rosebush.Next he found a black garbage bag that contained a
decomposing torso.* * *I wrote my first noir tale back in Portland—editor Kevin Sampsell dared
me. When I started writing, I had no idea whodunit. But as I delved into the history of the genre, I
had this harshly shadowed lightbulb moment: the narrator in noir has her own agenda.The victim
has agency in noir as well. Morality—and immorality—exist outside the law. Women and
outsiders have real power. Like punk rock, noir owns the dystopian now and allows nihilism to
meet camp. Like postcolonialism, noir speaks to the human consequences of external control
and economic exploitation.* * *After he found the torso in the black garbage bag under the
rosebush, Bill Faurot called the police.It was a new body, that was for sure. Buried in the last
couple of decades, anyway. Medical examiners ruled the remains were those of a female who
died from a skull fracture that was probably caused by a gunshot. Her body parts bore markings
similar to those made by a saw.But there were no officially missing persons to connect the
remains with.* * *A few years after Portland Noir was published with my story in it, I was down in
Santa Cruz reminiscing about my ill-spent youth hitchhiking through redwoods. Santa Cruz Noir
editor Susie Bright double-dared me. Would I write another?Why, yes. I wanted to return to this
idea of the shady narrator.I wanted to understand the history of the West.I wanted to explore why
humans prey on those more vulnerable. It goes against all ethical doctrines, but it’s as if we can’t
stop ourselves. We seem to hate being reminded of our own weakness so much that we’ll even
murder that which is vulnerable within ourselves.* * *In Santa Fe, evidence pointed to Doug
Foote, a real-estate appraiser from Oklahoma who’d lived with his mother in that house with all
those rosebushes.Where was Donna Foote now? Doug Foote’s story seemed questionable. He
said she’d moved to Maryland. But DNA evidence said the body under the rosebush was hers.
Doug told investigators he’d been taking a lot of hallucinogenic drugs in the 1970s. He could
only remember that “something bad” had happened in Santa Fe.The jury never saw that part of
the video—where he talks about the hallucinogens.Doug Foote was acquitted in 2003.The Night
Stalker died of natural causes in 2013.* * *Noir affirms our experience: Humans aren’t ethical.
The good guys don’t win. Violence impacts. The bodies don’t go anywhere. But lipstick looks
good. And people still smoke cigarettes. No, they really do. They still smoke cigarettes.* * *After
my mother died, I left Santa Fe. But just as my neighbors had warned me, Santa Fe would soon
lure me back.* * *All of life, maybe, is a struggle between different voices for control over the
telling.Something bad happened in Santa Fe.A pretty mouth whispers: Believe the more
vulnerable.Ariel GoreSanta Fe, New MexicoNovember 2019PART IA Land of EntrapmentTHE
SANDBOX STORYby Candace WalshEldorado“Over the MountainsOf the Moon,Down the
Valley of the Shadow,Ride, boldly ride,”The shade replied,—“If you seek for
Eldorado!”—“Eldorado,” Edgar Allan Poe, 1849I work at home, but my office has its own
entrance, even its own can. When I bought the place, the office was kitted out like an artist’s
studio—easel, palette, the works. I saw a half-finished painting of an adobe wall below one of



those iridescent salmon-streaked sunsets, the kind that makes tourists cream their panties. Go
ahead, finish the picture. How many people get in car crashes while snapping sunset pictures, I
don’t want to know.I tossed that crap in the trash right after they handed me the keys. I know, I
could have left it with the local school. Shoot me.I had an hour to read the paper before my first
client, Sam. I was soon shaking my head about a Good Samaritan—on his way to get married—
who got killed helping some jackass without AAA change a tire on I-25.How often do you
accidentally find that you’ve veered onto the shoulder of the interstate when you’re driving
somewhere? Never, right? So you’re gonna wait until there’s an El Camino stacked with ratty
furniture and boxes, some guy sweating in the sun as he jacks it up, and that’s when you swerve
to the right?My office doorbell went off with the staccato of a vintage telephone. It needs
replacing. I did get rid of the cast-iron green-chile door knocker that felt like palming a choad.
Why is Sam so early?I opened the door to a stranger. Cropped hair, windblown, dark. Tanned
skin with constellations of dots across her nose and cheeks. A red mouth.“You’re not Sam,” I
said.“No, I’m Delphine,” the woman said. “Delphine Hathaway.”Hathaway: you see that name
around here. Above the brokerage, the wine shop, and on the nicer mailboxes, on the most
tucked-away cul-de-sacs. I’ve only been here a few years, but long enough to know the
taxonomy.The first time I visited Eldorado, I drove out to a dinner party at night. My hosts didn’t
warn me that community covenants forbade (among many other things) streetlights, to protect
night sky viewing, and that the street signs are affixed to their poles above headlight level.
Although I never did find my friends’ house, I found Eldorado.As I finally pulled over at the end of
some dirt road, my headlights pierced the night, pressing their beams against a muscular
darkness that pushed back harder. I walked out a few feet before sitting down in sandy dirt. Stars
pulsed with an eerie tempo: dots and clusters, arcs and whorls.When I returned in the daytime, I
saw that these sand-colored houses sit on several acres each, oriented toward the sun and
away from each other. Piñon trees, gold chamisa, and swarms of cholla cactus dot the land.
Prickly pears mound and bristle below their fuchsia blooms. Wild grasses grow every which way:
blue grama, sage, galleta. Mountain ranges hug the town; some round like bellies and breasts,
others crepuscular, jagged.The Hathaways bought one of the first houses here in 1972, on what
used to be the old Simpson Ranch. They had an Irish amount of children, and all of them went
back east to college, got married, and bought houses so tucked away here you could spend
years without going down one of the long, groomed dirt roads from which their long, groomed
gravel driveways branched. Except Delphine.I have an ear for stupid gossip like that, overheard
at the grocery store when matriarch Bonnie Hathaway was there selling Girl Scout cookies with
her glossy, gap-toothed granddaughters.“And how is Delphine?” asked some woman in ill-
advised white capris.“Delphine is Delphine,” Bonnie sighed with stately resignation. “We got a
postcard from Ibiza last month. She’s been teaching flamenco dance on a cruise ship.”“She was
always . . . different,” White Capris tittered.Different.* * *“Are you going to ask me in?” Delphine
asked, stepping forward in a fawn-leather Cuban-heeled shoe.“I don’t know you,” I said, as I
opened the screen door.“Don’t you know who I am?” she vamped with a throaty chuckle. “The



black sheep of the Hathaway clan.” She headed toward the black leather Eames lounge chair,
trailing tuberose.“Nope,” I said. “Mine.” I pointed toward the sofa. “So when you’re on the cruise
ship,” I asked, “do you always drop by the shrink’s without calling first?”“The cruise ship,” she
said. “Is that what Mother’s telling people these days?”“What’s the truth?” I asked.“Nope,” she
said. “For that, I’ll have to pay you a pretty penny.” She smiled with a squint. “I will lose my mind
staying here. I already know that. But I can delay it with a therapist. One I can walk to. Who
doesn’t know my family. Which narrows it down to you.”“You don’t drive?”“I’d like to see you three
times a week,” she said. “I’ll pay cash. Tomorrow at eleven works for me.”I looked at my book,
furrowing my brow as if I were trying to spot an empty slot in a sea of clients. But she was
halfway out the door. A moment later, a car rumbled out of my driveway. I walked outside and
watched the low, sun-sucking, gray-primed Trans Am drive too fast toward Impulveda Road, dust
plume behind it like a squirrel tail. A family of quails skittered across the dirt road in their wake.
Someone else was behind the wheel.I had enough time before Sam’s scheduled arrival to
indulge in two guilty pleasures: a breakfast beer and NabeWatch Eldorado, the local message
board where people posted:Need a Plumber; Near Car Crash at 285 and Vista Grande; Lost
Parrot; U-Haul Trucks Now for Rent at Hardware Store; Keep Your Dogs from Pooping in My
Yard; Free Yoga Classes; Red Pickup Truck Speeding near School; Farmers Market Friday;
Police Cars at Cleofas Court; HUGE Bull Snake in My Garden; U-Haul Trucks in Parking Lot an
Eyesore; Dog Poop . . . AGAIN!; Fatal Crash at 285 and Vista Grande; Beware This Plumber.“I
had another platypus dream,” Sam said. He had so many platypus dreams that I’d gone to the
trouble of looking up platypus animal medicine. I also had no therapy chemistry with Sam—
really, I should have referred him to someone else, but I needed the money—so drew from the
animal medicine suggestions when I came up blank.“Tell me about it.”“I was with my ex-wife. We
were making love.” He stiffened. “Why did you cringe?”Damn it.“You thought I cringed,” I said
impassively. “Let’s stay with your dream.”“So I was making love to her, but instead of putting my
penis inside her vagina”—oh dear God, neutral neutral neutral—“I consummated the act by
licking her clavicle.”Platypus females nurse their babies from mammary patches on their skin;
they don’t have teats. They also pee, poop, lay eggs, and have reproductive sex with the same
hole, the cloaca. As opposed to recreational platypus sex? I stifled a smirk.“But I couldn’t make
her come, and my mouth began to ache. I went to get a glass of water and when I came back,
she had turned into a platypus.”“How did you know she hadn’t been replaced with a platypus?”“It
had her distinctive birthmark,” he said, “near its . . . cloaca.”If the platypus is your totem . . .“Sam,
in the next week, I’d like you to redirect yourself, when you find yourself ruminating, to the
present moment. Come back with a few things you’ve noticed within this mindfulness practice
that make you uncomfortable.”* * *After Sam left, I headed to the hardware store to buy a new
doorbell. I noticed the gray Trans Am parked beyond the blacktop in packed dirt. My pulse
quickened as I wondered if I’d bump into Delphine, and whether she’d want to say hello or
pretend she didn’t know me, something I tell clients I’m fine with. It still feels kind of shitty.The
store managed to recreate the dinge and chockablock of a Norman Rockwell–level hole-in-the-



wall, but not picturesquely. Sometimes it took a few minutes to get help, because of the lip-
smacking pleasure the two bearded old codgers behind the counter reveled in while jawing with
each other. It was as if they were recording a podcast. One memorable topic: Eldorado’s status
as an enduring Black Death incubator.“One thing people don’t realize about the guy who died
from the bubonic plague here is that he and his wife kept a pack rat as a pet. The official story is
that they left their bathrobes out overnight by the hot tub, and that animals infected their robes.
But I know friends of theirs who said that they adopted this pack rat, slept with it, dressed it up in
costumes, crazy shit like that.”Pack rats have a habit of arranging dried dog poop logs and other
detritus into pretty designs. I wondered if the pack rat decorated the inside of the victim’s house
this way.Today a new guy approached me right away. He reminded me of my brother. Shaved
head, pointed beard. His sinewy arms, exposed to the shoulder, jumped with crude tattoos.“Hi,
I’m Todd,” he said, grinning. A couple of gray teeth, a couple of metal ones. After I got braces, my
brother appreciated how much more it hurt when he punched me in the mouth. I ran my tongue
against the crosshatched inside of my lower lip.Toothless, the platypus uses gravel to masticate
its food.I told him I was looking for a new doorbell.“Great! You’ve got your battery-operated, your
hardwired, and these Internet gizmos. Or you could go the gong route.” He held up a metal disk
suspended from string, and struck it with a little mallet, loosing a deep, undulating timbre. “That’s
what she said,” he called out, threw his head back, and laughed.* * *Delphine took off her trench
coat and tossed it beside her on the couch, sat down. Her cream-and-black spectator pumps
caught my attention like a toss of dominoes, and I raised my eyes to hers, conscious not to rain
glances on her body. Still, I noticed: black wool slacks, pellucid silk blouse.“Can I vape in here?”
she asked.“It’s better if you don’t,” I said. “It can be a barrier to delving into your feelings.”“You
think?” She kept it in her hand, rolled it across her palm. “How ever will I satisfy my oral
fixation?”I took a deep, grounding breath.“I ran into someone at the supermarket yesterday.
Jacob,” she said. “We went to preschool together here. Jacob was bigger than all of us then. The
one whose name all the parents said with a roll of the eyes and a sigh.”Like my brother.“I was the
smallest kid in the school. One day I got to play with ‘the coveted’”—here she raised her fingers
in scare quotes—“red shovel. Jacob grabbed it and tried to pull it away from me. I didn’t let go.
He pulled me. Across the sandbox. Over the wooden edge. Over the grass and gravel.”She
exhaled.“By the time the teachers noticed, I had bloody scrapes all over my legs. It ruined my
favorite gingham romper . . . it had plastic ladybug buttons. Mother threw it out after that day. The
teachers made Jacob help them wipe down my scrapes with peroxide and bandage me up. After
that, Jacob followed me around like a puppy. He gave me half his snack, put away my blocks.”
She laughed. “Imagine. I bossed him around like a tiny fairy queen.”It must have come naturally.
She was a Hathaway.“But after two days I got bored of him, and I told him to leave me alone.”I
felt a pang for Jacob. “How do you feel about it now?” I asked.She looked down, smoothed her
pants over her knees. I could not see her eyes.“He got his revenge,” she said. “Eventually.”* * *If
you never went to its one bar, you’d imagine Eldorado to be the way it looks from the outside:
clean-cut retirees, families with school-age children, the occasional hippie woman with a truly



impressive garden and a pack of rescue dogs. If Eldorado were a body, a healthy, rugged body
wearing Tom’s of Maine deodorant, the bar would be its navel. Filled with lint and sweat and
dead skin cells, a pungent odor, nooks and crannies, hairy around its perimeter.The only thing
that bar had going for it was that the manager usually hired lesbians to bartend. I still miss Josie.
She leavened the tavern’s funk with her swagger, the twinkle in her hazel eyes. Before she
moved back to Sacramento, we could expect the occasional free beer to slide into our
progression of pints along with impromptu slam-style erotic poetry snippets. It says a lot that I
still think of her so fondly, given that a few weeks after Josie left, my girlfriend Rose followed that
dreadlocked, freckled, gap-toothed siren to the City of Trees. I didn’t see it coming. Maybe the
erotic poetry should have tipped me off.The platypus bill contains electrosensors that guide it to
its prey.I still go there sometimes, when it’s almost empty and almost quiet and I can claim a
corner of the sofa and work on my session notes. My ears snag winsome lines from quiet
conversations. I’m just an old chunk of coal. Maybe I’ll be a diamond soon. I hope before I die.
But most of the time, people are drunk, loud, grimy. Farmers and ranchers drive ten or more
miles to kick it without having to shower and change like they would in Santa Fe. They talk with
the shaky recent divorcée with the nerve jumping around in her left eyelid, or the grimly proud
Los Alamos scientist with the old Spanish family name, or the tall, courtly horseman who you’ll
later recognize on the documentary series about weird shit in the USA, episode topic: gay
rodeos.But if people are spilling out onto the front patio, if half the barstools are taken, if
someone ordered pizzas, fuzzy-faced denizens will be rooting for the wrong team on the TV, and
I just keep driving.* * *“I told you about Edward, who helped me study for my CPA exam,” said
Karen, my client who most needs to take a turn in a movie about moms behaving badly.I nodded.
She’d been guiltily titillated by his math-nerd passion, how nice he smelled, his penchant for
suits and ties in this denim land.“When my daughter needed a math tutor, I thought of Edward.
And part of it was that I wanted to see him again. You know, I’m happy with my husband.”I’d been
a therapist long enough to know that didn’t matter.“I knew he was good, and I’d vetted him
myself.”“Your daughter’s . . .” I looked down at my file.“Fifteen. Her grades did go up.” Her eyes
welled with tears. She hesitated. “I read in the paper this morning that he was arrested because
he’d been having sex with not one, but two different fourteen-year-old girls.”I handed her the
tissue box.“How could I not know? How could I have felt so safe with him? How could I have
liked him? I thought I was a good judge of character.”“Is your daughter—”“Fine. Nothing
happened. I think she might be a little insulted that he didn’t put the moves on her.” She barked a
laugh. “I told her that she was too old for him.”“And how does that make you feel?”“Ancient,” she
said. “I primped for him. He must have looked at me and seen Minnie Pearl.”“But you were
around the same age. What upsets you about it the most?”“She formed a relationship, however
innocent, with Edward, because of me. I don’t trust myself anymore.”The female platypus holds
her incubating eggs against her body with her tail.I glanced at the clock. Delphine was my next
client. Time for my summing-up bromide.“The thing that stands out to me, apart from this sordid
business, is how the infatuation with Edward used to make you feel. Where else can you find that



in your life?”* * *Delphine breezed in, smelling of lily of the valley.“Last time you were here, you
mentioned that Jacob got even with you somehow. Do you want to talk about it?”“Oh, that,”
Delphine said. “I don’t know.”“Let’s try.”She kicked off her red crushed-velvet ballet flats and
tucked her feet beneath her. Her hair fell across her cheek, shielding her eyes. I saw her take a
steadying breath, as if she were waiting in the wings to perform. The late-morning light slipped
through the heavy wooden blinds, casting stripes across her white boatneck sweater.Then she
cried out in pain.“What’s wrong?”“Leg cramp.” She bent over her knees. “Leg cramp. Help
me.”She tried to pull her feet out from under her.I grasped her calf, and gently unbent her knee.
She wiggled her hips to release the other ankle, grunting softly.“Punch it,” she said.“What?”“My
calf muscle. To stop the cramping. I can’t . . .”I formed a fist, tapped her spasming muscle.“No,
goddamnit, hard.” She arched her back. “It’s going up my leg!”I lifted her foot to my shoulder and
whacked her calf muscle once, twice.Delphine went soft with relief, her leg sliding down the front
of me. She sat up, smoothed her hair. “I should go,” she said.“Stay,” I said. I sat down and
crossed my legs, which released a surprising, silent peal of pleasure. “That was one of the most
intense cases of resistance I’ve ever noticed in a client. You were about to tell me about
Jacob.”She rolled her eyes, paused. “When we were in high school, Jacob and I bumped into
each other. He seemed friendly. I hadn’t seen him in years—we went to different schools—but I
had just passed my road test. My friends couldn’t celebrate with me until that night. I was itching
for something to do. He invited me over. I thought his parents would be home, or his sister, but
the house was empty. He offered me a beer and I accepted it. We went out to the back patio. He
pulled out two pills.“Valium? he asked. They looked different, but he told me one was generic. I
popped it. When the pill hit, I felt a delicious calm descend. We just stared at the clouds. Then a
ladybug landed on my wrist and it tickled. When I tried to raise my arm, I couldn’t. So I tried to
wiggle my toes. I could do that, just a little bit.“Have more beer, Jacob said, holding up the can. I
tried to raise my other hand. I couldn’t move that either. He smiled and made a sound—ding—
like a kitchen timer going off. And he stood over me, taking off my clothes while I watched,
straining against my stilled body. I told him to stop. He just kept going. When he was raping me,
he said, You want me to leave you alone now? And I told him yes, and he said, Say it. That’s
when he came, when I said it.”She raked the tissue across her eyes with trembling fingers. “I
can’t help thinking that if I’d said no to the pill, which had to be an animal tranquilizer, I would
have been okay.”“It wasn’t your fault, Delphine.”“I was so fucking stupid. I had no reason to trust
him.”“We often learn these lessons the hard way. That doesn’t make you stupid.”“And now . . .”
She bent over, her shoulders convulsing.I wanted so badly to place my hand on her arm, to
soothe her. Some therapists did, some didn’t. But after our innocent yet intense physical
interaction earlier, it seemed innocuous enough.I placed my hand on her shoulder.She looked at
me, tears streaming. “He just moved in next door to my parents’ house! I have to move. Either
out of Eldorado or back to Europe.”Her words licked through me like a flame. I would miss her
so.“What’s holding you here?”“You.” She smiled crookedly.A plume of warmth filled my aching
chest.“I want to get over this. I’ve never told anyone about Jacob before. I have only told the



sandbox story.”“The sandbox story shows how tenacious you are. You’re still that strong and
determined.”She looked up at me through damp eyelashes. “A friend of mine wants me to take
over his lease, because he can’t afford the rent. But I have to do it tomorrow. My parents won’t be
home then. I’ve never told them what happened, and they would just blame me if I did.”“So it’s
always been a secret between you.”“Yeah, I left pretty quickly after that to go to Simon’s Rock, at
Bard, where you can start college as a high school student.”“Didn’t they find that to be odd?”“My
mother went there, so not really. I thought I could always come home again. But I never felt
comfortable here after that. So when my best friend from college’s father fell in love with me, I
traveled the world with him. When we broke up a few years later, one of his clients picked me up.
It’s been like that ever since. Except it appears I’m aging out of this line of work. And I’m tired of it.
I want to fall in love with someone real. Is it too late?”“No,” I said vehemently.She nodded. “But I
need your help.”“My help?” To fall in love? My heart juddered.“I know this is ridiculous, you’re my
therapist, but I don’t know who else to ask. My friend has to work. Will you rent a U-Haul truck for
me? I can give you all of the money. I just don’t have a license. I can hire laborers, my friend
knows some.”“That’s a tough one, Delphine. You’re asking me to cross a therapist/client
boundary.”She looked crestfallen.I thought of picking up the truck, entering the Hathaway
compound, being useful. Delphine offering me a cold beer at the end of a long day. A stupid rule
could keep Delphine trapped near Jacob. He could strike again. She could disappear from the
Hathaway house, Eldorado, my practice, and my life.“Then again, not helping you, knowing what
I know about Jacob, seems even worse. Why don’t you have a driver’s license?”“After the . . . you
know, the thing with Jacob, everything seemed overwhelming. I never followed up with the
paperwork.”We made plans to meet at the hardware store the following morning at eight.* * *The
next morning, I showed up in my best yard-work clothes. Todd of the pointed beard walked us
out to the U-Haul cluster. Delphine’s clogs clonked against the macadam.“That one,” Delphine
said, pointing to a fifteen-footer.I gave him my driver’s license.He looked at Delphine’s credit
card and my license and shook his bald head. “The credit card’s gotta match the driver’s license
name.”“Oh!” she said.He stuck his pen in his mouth and worked it like a cigar. “Yeah, you know,
we just gotta have these rules because people have all sorts of tricks up their sleeves, and it’s
not fair but life ain’t fair, and these rules are here to protect all of us even if it isn’t always the most
convenient thing . . .”Unable to bear his pompous bloviating for one more second, I handed him
my credit card. “Delphine, you can reimburse me. Not a problem.”“Oh, thank you,” she said, and
threw her arms around me. I gave her back a horridly proper psychologist pat, when I wanted to
pull her even closer. Then I noticed Todd leering at us. He ran his stubby fingertips over his chest
and cackled.“Little Todd wants a hug too,” he said.Delphine and I jumped apart. She turned
toward the truck as I mutely signed the rental form, cheeks burning.I slid my license and credit
card back into my wallet and wondered, as we climbed into the truck that smelled of stale farts
and coffee, how she’d gotten to the hardware store. Maybe she walked. I should have offered to
give her a ride.
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Diana H. Maine, “Great series by Akashic Books. SANTA FE NOIR edited by Ariel Gore is a new
title in Akashic Books Noir series.This anthology series was launched in 2004 by Akashic Books
with BROOKLYN NOIR, and continues with over 100 titles to its credit. Each title represents a
city, region or country with each story set in a distinct neighborhood or location in said city,
country, or region. Travel to Cape Cod, to Buffalo, to Nairobi, to Berlin, to Tel Aviv and back
again. You are in for a very unsettling, bumpy ride.The series is Noir at its sleaziest. There is
enough fatalism, cynicism, grittiness, moral ambiguity, cruelty, sadness and selfishness to sink a
battleship.SANTA FE NOIR is set in the southwest, in the city of Santa Fe. Ariel Gore says in her
introduction that authors came back to her with the “stories that never make the glossy tour
brochures: the working class and the underground, the decolonized and the ever-haunted; the
Santa fe only we know…Conquered and reconquered, colonized and commodified; Santa Fe
understands - from historical genocide to the murders of family members - the intimacy of
violence.”Authors include Byron F. Aspaas, Kevin Atkinson, Jimmy Santiago Baca, Ana Castillo,
Ariel Gore, Katie Johnson, Ana June, Elizabeth Lee, Israel Fransisco Haros Lopez, Tomas
Moniz, Cornelia Read, James Reich, Barbara Robidoux, Miriam Sagan, Hida Viloria, Candace
Walsh, Darryl Lorenzo Wellington.Each Noir title is set up in a similar way. There is an
Introduction by the editor(s); a map (Love the map); a Table of Contents listing the Parts of the
Book, Stories, Locations and Authors; an About the Contributors area which showcases the
authors.Reflections:There was a supernatural feel to some of the stories, especially “All Eyes” by
Katie Johnson.I enjoyed “Buried Treasure” by Kevin Atkinson. I seem to have an affinity for
archeology, artifacts and forest rangers.Noir compost? Who knew? A must read by Ariel Gore,
“Nightshade”.“Waterfall” by Elizabeth Lee - very eerie.A graphic approach to a very sad story -
“La Llorona” by Israel Fransisco Haros Lopez.It seems unusual (for me) to read a noir story,
indeed any fictional story, about Richard Feynman and the July 16, 1945 nuclear test blast at
Los Alamos. The story is “The cask of Los Alamos” by Cornelia Read. It is a parody of Edgar
Allan Poe’s famous short story, “The cask of Amontillado”. Very clever and eerie.All the stories
were Noir at its finest. They were extremely cringe-worthy. I will most definitely hesitate to eat a
heirloom tomato again.Thank you to Akashic Books for the ARC (Advance Reading Copy) of
SANTA FE NOIR.”

Valerie J Brooks, “This Noir Will Haunt You. Highly Recommended. The Sangre de Christo
mountains loom blood red above the city.La Llorona, the killing ghost of Hispanic legend, haunts
the arroyos.The “Land of Enchantment” becomes the “Land of Entrapment.”Santa Fe Noir,
edited by Ariel Gore, is perhaps one of my favorite noir collections from prolific Akashic Books.
Noir is my favorite genre as it is honest in its depiction of the underrepresented and in telling
stories that don’t glorify a culture of power. When I read noir, I expect a story of the
underprivileged and displaced fighting against a power structure that’s impossible to conquer.



As Ariel Gore says in her introduction, “Noir affirms our experience: Humans aren’t ethical. The
good guys don’t win.”The conquerors wrote the history of this area of New Mexico. Noir corrects
those histories. Santa Fe might draw the mystics and new-age practitioners. It might scream
health and vitality and beauty. But for those who have had their land, their culture, their very
existence violently stolen from them, their stories are quite different. As Gore also states, “… noir
speaks to the human consequences of external control and economic exploitation.” You find this
is true in many of the classic noirs like the film Chinatown.Here’s the other reason I love this
anthology. In it, I found riveting voices, vivid descriptions of an unfamiliar dusty land, and
characters who crept into my dreams.In the first noir tale, “The Sandbox Story,” Candace Walsh
captures the voice of a tough-talking therapist whose fixation on sex, the platypus, and a client
lands her in trouble. Walsh vividly paints the conflicting elements of this Eldorado area.
“Mountain ranges hug the town; some round like bellies and breasts, others crepuscular,
jagged.” I held my breath, waiting for the story’s twist and the repercussions for this obsessed
therapist. Both came with a bang.Another favorite, Byron F. Aspaas’ “Táehii’ nii: Red Running
into the Water” sucked me in with a lonely voice, a stranger with turquoise eyes, sex, murder,
love and anguish. It had it all. A native Dine’é man out of place in New York pines for love and his
home on Pacheco Street. But his past there makes that a murderous impossibility.In “The Night
of the Flood,” author Ana June tells a tale of acid, lightning, fire and rain. Katrina’s been at the
blackjack table going on thirty-six hours. Her Aunt Mimi is dead and has left her something. She
thinks she’ll be rich. She tells us about the summer she spent with her aunt at her “hippie, armpit-
smelling house.” I knew then that this “inheritance” would not go well for her. What an
understatement. While on an acid trip, she meets La Llorona, the legendary ghost who killed her
children. As Katrina’s sister told her, “Don’t f_ _ _ with La Llorona, or she’ll f_ _ _ you right back.”
Katrina should have listened. But then again, it was already too late.One more favorite and this
from Ariel Gore. Gore is one of my favorite writers. In “Nightshade,” Juliet, a murderer, is let out of
prison to work on a farm. She falls for Molly who sells her prize tomatoes at the farmers market.
Juliet speculates on prison life and the pagan women’s circle where she tried visualization. But
her regard for all things “magic” is cynical. Her lust for Molly increases with Molly’s flirting. But
Juliet begins to question why she, a murderer, is let out of prison on work detail at a farm when
she never took part in the prison gardening program. By this time her tension matches mine.I
highly recommend this anthology. There’s a noir for every taste. Just don’t eat the
tomatoes.Thanks to Akashic Books for the advanced reader copy.”

The book by Ariel Gore has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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